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37 Registers, all completely user-addressable, including input/output
and factor registers.

Indirect register arithmetic provided on all registers, allowing store,
recal f, clear, exchange, add to. subtract fror-!), mult ipl y, and divide
into operations on every register.

3. Futl complement of scientific functions including trigonometric,
logarithmic 1 metric conversion·s 1 coordinate transforrnat ions, and common
statistical functions.

4. Architecture is true algebraic hierarchy (calculator correctly performs
multiplication/division before addition/subtraction -- and exponentiation
before multiplication/division). An example of this architecture is
the problem: 2 + 3 x 4 =. The 7100 correctly gives the answer of 14,
perforrning'3 x 4 before completing the summation. Some simpler
calculators give the answer of 20, which is not correct.

5. Ail angular computations can be performed in any of four angular modes:
.Decimal Degrees I Radians I C?radsI or Degrees/tv1 inutes/Seconds.
although conversions are, of course, provided, the calculator can accept
angles in any mode without requiring the operator to convert from one
system to another. This is invaluable for surveyors, for exaniple,
wljo can at last enter transit readings directly into the calculator.

7. The 7100 is fully programmable in a language remarkably similar to the
higher computer languages such as Fortran, Basic, etc. Programl~n ing
is very easy to Iearn for those who do not a Iready know how.

8. Several memory configurations can be seleded by the operator and changed
by him at any time by inserting various cartridges into the calculator. in
its basic configurat ion, the cal cui ator has 480 user-writable program steps,
all of which use fully-merged instructions. This means that, for example,
the operation "store into Memory 29", which requires three key depressions,
occupies onl y one program step:



9. 240 of the 480 steps are contained in the calculator mainframe program
memory. These are non-volatile, as long as the battery pack is charged, as
are the 32 data storage registers. The remaining 240 steps are contained
in an all-semiconductor "file" cartridge which can be inserted or removed
at will to permanently record user-written programs or to record over other
programs he no longer wishes to retain. The file cartridge memory is
retained irrespective of battery power. Two file cartridges are planned to
be supplied with the calculator and others will be availahl~ for purchase as
accessories.

10. The user can insert a factory-programmed "I ibrary" cartridge instead of the
file cartridge and expand the program rnemory to include 4096 steps of
special purpose programs and still retain the 240 steps of user-written
mainframe prograrn memory. The 7100 does not destroy user-written programs
to use factory suppl ied programs.

11. 9 basic types of condit ional and urlc.ondl tiona! tests and branches are
avai table I but "vi th all combinat ions of symbolic and absolute addressing,
direct Elnd indirect options, there are well over 1,500 tests and branches
that the operator can use.

12. Addressing is both absolute and symbol ic (a program can "go to" either
a step number or a label point).

15. Complete indirect addressing options are availablo;,. This means that any
memory can contain,a nurnber which will be used as the narnH of another
memory, step n8mber, or label point. For example, jf Men"\ory 10 contains
146 f the operatOr carl instruct the cafculeto[' to go to the step number contained
in Memory 10. This is done with the simple instruction GaTa M 10.

17. The 7100 helps the operator determine the causu of errors through its abi I ity
to display a variety of error messages.

18. The 7100 can be used as tho central processor in a,n operating system
consi::;ting of a file cartridge, a library cartridge and a 'tirtually unlim;ted
amount of expanded elata and program storage, external peripheral s such

6S a printer, plotter, TV display, rnagnetic tape drive, instrumentation,
and many other special peripherais which can be designed and bui It by the
user himse! f.


